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Funds-major issue
for health proposal
Academic Council yesterday discussed in detail the funding of the proposed School of Allied Health, but took
no further action on the suggestion for
an "early-out" academic calendar
Dr Michael Ferrari, acting provost,
said the major concern for the Allied
Health proposal is how it will be financed

•harifkM by Sl.v.n I I

Rep. Chariot Kurfess

DR. FERRARI said funding for the
school's first two years of operation
would come from money pledged from
private individuals. IV said an estimated $75,000 for the first two years
would cover most of the staff salaries
and an operating budget
Dr. Ferrari said there would be no
net administrative costs from the
establishment of the school
After the first two years, the school
would have to compete for funds within
the University. Dr Ferrari added.
I'e said the amount of money the
school would receive after its first two
years would depend on the amount of

student interest in the program
He said this would be determined by
the number of students enrolled in the
school.
Dr Ferrari said the school would not
create any new programs, but would
coordinate a variety of programs that
already exist in the University.
including those in the College of Arts
and Sciences
JEFF SHERMAN. Student Body
Organization iSBO) president, said, "a
lot of faculty view the school as a
threat to their existence."
He said they believe once the school
is established, funds from other University programs will be in competition with Allied Health
Sherman said there is a student
desire to establish such a school, and it
will aid students by expanding job
opportunities.
Dr. Ferrari said he is still collecting
data from faculty and students on their

Kurfess fears Republican power loss
By Dcuy Law
Sufi Reporter
Charles Kurfess iR-Bowling Green),
speaker of the Ohio House of Representatives, said Tuesday night he fears the
House may lose its autonomy when the
Democrats take control in January
"Considering the attitude of some of
the Democratic House members, and
the relationship with the governor. I'm
afraid we may well be turning control
of the House, in essence, over to the
government." he said.
"This would be tragic, even if it were
done under Republican auspices."
In a no -minute taped interview at
WBGU-TV, Kurfess said the two primary factors involved in the Republican's loss of power to the Democrats
were reapportionment and the state income tax repeal issue
"WE (THE Republicans i might have
been able to survive the reapportionment or the state income tax issue, but
not both." he said
He pointed out that two years ago.
the Republicans lost control of the
governorship and the auditor's office,
thus placing the reapportionment issue
in Democratic hands
Kurfess said the Democratic party
then "flaunted and ignored" state
constitutional procedures, creating districts to their own advantage."
He said Republicans could have kept
control of the House if they had put the
state income tax repeal issue on next
May's ballot, instead of this November's
He said he conferred with the
Republicans who wanted the tax
repealed and asked them to consider
putting a ceiling on the income tax.
rather than asking for a complete
repeal.

BUT THE majority of the backers
preferred a repeal, so the issue was
placed on the November ballot.
Kurfess said the outcome of the
repeal issue "didn't have anything to
do with the legislative races."
"It was the fact that it (the issue)
was there." he said. "It drew people to
the polls who othei *ise wouldn't have
been there and put them in a frame of
reference that was totally inconsistent
with the legislative races."
Kurfess said, politically speaking
Gov John Gilligan has not seen the last
of Issue Two.
"I don't think there's any question
that the income tax was a political burden on Governor Gilligan." he said
And it will be in 1974
"But the weight of the burden is
eased somewhat by the fact that the
public has. in effect, ratified the
income tax through Issue Two."
KURFESS said this year's election
•reflected a growing sophistication"
on the part of the voter
"' Fewer and fewer people every election are inclined to vote for a candidate
because of political affiliation." he
said
Kurfess said state and national
Republican races suffered from lack of
support because President Nixon "disassociated himself from the rest of the
Republican ticket in many instances."
He said Connecticut was perhaps the
only state where local races benefited
from the presidential campaign. In
that state. Republicans took control of
both houses of the slate legislature.
He said Connecticut still uses a
party-type" ballot, in which a vote at
the top of the ballot is a vote for everyone listed in that party
IN THESE areas. Kurfess said "the
Nixon campaign helped the Republi-

cans immensely "
He also said much of the Nixon
support was "transformed antiMcGovern support.
Kurfess will have to forfeit his job as
speaker in January, but as of Tuesday,
he said he had at least 25 votes from
the Republican caucus for the minority
leader post Only 22 arc needed

His name has also been mentioned as
a possible candidate for governor in
1974
When asked about that possibility.
Kurfess said. "I'll certainly be
involved in the campaign for an office
above the state legislature." but he
was uncertain whether it would be for
governor.

KURFESS SAID the Republican
party must iron out the "factionalism"
that has appeared between moderates
and the backers of the income tax
repeal.
"If this factionalism remains, we
won't win in 1974." he said "This has
got to be overcome: '•'

sentiments about the proposed "earlyout calendar
The proposed calendar states that
fall quarter will begin Sept 5 and end Nov 17. Winter quarter would run
from Nov 26 to Feb. 23. and spring
quarter would begin March 4 and end
May 16
WINTER QUARTER would be
broken by a two-week Christmas vacation
Dr Ferrari said the student attitude
is less clear to him at the moment than
that of the faculty
Although he said he has met with
"mixed feelings" from the faculty, the
most single negative opinion was that I
the split winter quarter would be a dis- j
advantage from an instructional point .
of view.
Sherman said he intends to make a
motion at the next Academic Council
meeting on Nov 29 to adopt the calendar as it stands
DR. FERRARI said he has received
two letters favoring adoption of the
early-out calendar.
He said the Dean's Advisory Council,
a group of students in the College of
Business Administration, favored the
calendar even if it meant starting fall
quarter before Labor Day.
The advisory council would also
accept a five-week split in the winter
quarter, he said
James Galloway, director of placement, said he thinks students would
benefit in obtaining summer Jobs by
the proposed calendar.

To continue until pact signed

U.S. mounts intensive attacks
SAIGON (AP) - The United States
mounted against North Vietnam in the
past two days some of the most concentrated air attacks of the war. the US.
Command announced yesterday.
American officials said the raids
would continue until a peace
agreement was concluded.
Air Force and carrier-based fighterbombers launched more than 300 tactical strikes Tuesday During the 24
hours ended at noon yesterday. B52s
flew more than 30 missions against
targets in the southern part of North
Vietnam.

roughly 75 miles south of Hanoi, the
capital, and 40 miles north of the
demilitarized zone.
The violence of the latest raids
brought a clamor of protest from North
Vietnam against what it charges was
"indiscriminate carpet bombing of
heavily populated areas."
HANOI'S OFFICIAL Nhan Dan
newspaper demanded a halt to the U.S.
bombing and the immediate signing of
the draft peace agreement worked out

between presidential advisor Henry A
Kissinger and North Vietnamese representatives last month.
American and South Vietnamese
officials say the stepped up air campaign is directed against a substantial
flow of enemy war materiel, including
new heavy guns, to the battlefronts of
South Vietnam.
"If we try to minimize the air
strikes, Hanoi might get the impression we are not too serious." said the
US official.

"IF THEY did not have logiitical
supply points and infantry divisions in
the South, things would be different."
U.S. fighter-bombers and B52s also
attacked enemy troop concentrations
in South Vietnam. Cambodia and along
the Ho Chi Minh Trail in Laos, the command announced.
The United States is pushing its own
massive supply buildup to the forces of
South Vietnam in a bid to beat a cut-off
after a cease-fire

IT WAS THE largest number of
tactical air strikes against the North in
exactly a month
"This is to let North Vietnam know
that as long as the war is not over, as
long as it has troops in the South, we
are not going to hold back." said an
American official.
The United States told North Vietnam Oct. 22 that there would be no
bombing above the 20th Parallel during
the current peace talks. The line runs

Gilligan's advisory board meets;
suggests changes in trustee bill
Gov. John J. Gilligan met Tuesday
with his Student Advisory Board to discuss a bill that would place four
students and four faculty members on
the boards of trustees at each state
supported university.
The bill is now in the state legislature.
It would also provide for eight more
representatives on the nine-member
Ohio Board of Regents, including three
students and three faculty members
from state-supported universities.
The other new members would be the
president of a slate university and the
president of a private university.
The bill, now in the Ohio Senate, was
introduced by Sen. William Bowen. (D9) and Sen Harry Meshel. (D-33) It
would also provide each new member
of Uw trustees and Board of Regents
with a vote.
The advisory board also introduced
some guidelines it thought would gain

the governor's approval, yet be in the
student interest, said Dennis Kelly, the
University's representative to the
board.
Some of the guidelines proposed by
the advisory board were:
-Asking each university to select 10
qualified students, from which the
governor would choose four to sit on
the Board of Trustees;
-Prohibiting a student and a faculty
member from the same University to
sit on the Board of Regents at the same
time.
-Allowing no two students from the
same University to sit on the board;
Kelly said although he doesn't think
the bill will pass in its present form,
some amended version should be approved by the legislature.
He said changing the Board of
Trustees from nine to 17 members, "ii
a very radical type of reform." to
many state legislators, and is one of

the reasons he doesn't think the current
bill will pass.
Another reason is many conflict-ofinterest cases could result with four
faculty and four student representatives on the board, he said..
The conflict-of-interest problem
would occur frequently since many of
the board's decisions would involve
both students and faculty, he said.
But Kelly said the Senate bill provided a "tool" the advisory board
could work with in presenting its guidelines to the governor, and placing
students on boards of trustees at all
state-supported schools.
"The purpose now is to provide
students with a definite source of
information on how decisions are made
to spend their money," Kelly said.
The governor is planning to send
letters to all trustees at state-supported schools advising them to place
students on their boards, he said.

Together

Being together is even better when you're captured in a world of teft flakes,
and it teems at though the crisp air and quiet walk belong only lo the two of
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land of beauty, majesty

food drive
Containers

have been placed

in

By Nobby EOBUKI

various locations around

Soath Africa
latenatleaal Program

Bowling Green for collecting nonperishable donations for needy
families in Wood County.
We urge all students who are able to contribute what they can
to this food drive sponsored by Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity.
On-campus students who use food coupons can donate the
coupons
■

•

opinion

Editor'! Note: Thli n the llr.i ia a
two-part scries oa Soatb Africa. The
•ecood part will appear tomorrow.

with summers averaging in the 70's
The warm winters In the 50's make
this land a haven of sunshine South
Africa
is blessed with virtually
everything except adequate water.

PEOPLE

These can then be used to purchase food from the

residence halls.
The drive will end a few days after Thanksgiving. Containers
are located in front of the A&P, Centre Market. Foodtown and
Kroger stores, at the corner of Main and Wooster Streets and in
University residence halls.
Your donation may provide a Wood County family with a
Thanksgiving dinner they otherwise might not have had.

gss study
We commend Graduate Student Senate (GSS) on the establishment of committees to study two major areas in the graduate
student program.
One of the committees will study the possibility of increasing
student stipends. The other will investigate rumors concerning

South Africa is one of nature's
fortunate areas (i.e. geographically,
physically, and climatically); it is a
land o( agonizing beauty and of
majestic landscape.
The all-year vacation climate and
unsurpassed beauty have made South
Africa one of the world's greatest
attractions Whether you go to the
"white'' beaches and the green valleys
of the (.'ape of Good Pope, to the wide
open plains of the Karoo, to the native
Transkei of mud and straw huts, or the
rolling hills of Natal-sunshine and
hospitality await you.
The great game reserves where
animals live in their wild state, are
unsurpassed Kruger National Park is
a 200-nnle long treasure house of
elephants, giraffes, lions and hippos
The white rhinos of the llmfolozi is
another animal kingdom of South
Africa

discrimination in the graduate programs against women and
other minority groups.
Charles Kneupper, GSS president, said graduate student stipends have failed to increase with inflation.
If stipends remain at their present level they may seriously
hamper the quality of the program in its success in recruiting top
quality students.
And if discrimination does exist in the program it should be discovered and steps taken to eliminate it.
We believe these studies are the first step toward making GSS
a body that serves the needs of its members more effectively and
efficiently than it has in the past.
We hope this isn't the last we will hear of this study.

HOWEVER. IT'S the mountains that
really fascinate me. These are always
beautiful,
always
regal,
always
reflecting that aura ol mystery, and
yet remaining changeable with the
weather.
I tend to look at the mountains of
South Africa like an African woman in
differing moods and gowns. The
mountain have a masculine strength
with a feminine mutability.
South Africa falls almost entirely in
the South Temperate Zone
The
climate is pleasant and invigorating.

South Africa ia a mosaic of nations, a
wide variety of people of different
color, differing types of civilization
varying in languages, religions, and
cultures.
THE PEOPLE HAIL from all
corners of the globe-Europe gave us
the culture and technology of the western world; Asia-the small-sutured,
dark people with their mosques and
temples and their spicy curries; and
last but not least Africa, oh Africa,
with pulsing rhythms of its own people,
the black man.
The present population is about 20
million people. Of this 3 million are
whites. European descended, largely
of Dutch and about a third of English
origin,
speaking
Afrikaans
(the
national language) and English.
The Afrikaaner society is severely
Calvinistic, (the Afrikaaner housewife
would protest vigorously against any
form of nudity while at the same time
South African girls run around in the
briefest miniskirts in Christendom. I
The Asians, descendants of Indian
immigrants, comprise approximately
one million people, and were brought
to South Africa to work as skilled
indentured laborers on the sugar
plantations in the 1860s
THEY HAVE NOW moved into commerce and industry, and are largely
concentrated in Natal. The greatest
man produced in Africa so far to come

from this group has been the father of
passivity, the father of non-violence
(Satrayaga) in this modem era of politics, Mahalma Ghandi.
The
Coloreds
are
mixed-breed
descendents of white masters and
black slaves. These people, who
number one and one half million, lack a
homeland and a central culture.
They are centered around Cape Town
and are sometimes called "Cape
Coloreds."
The 13 million people indigenous to
Africa do not form a homogeneous
group, but are subdivided into linguistic, cultural and historical entities.
The Zulu developed the most impressive military machine and most fascinating cultural group in black Africa
The Bantu, known for their cattle
culture, and the Bushmen, respected
for their art incised on hard rock faces
which sheltered them from rain and
wind, are two other major segments of
the black African population.

POLITICS
LIKE A DIAMOND twirled in the
bright sun of that land south of the
Capricorn. South Africa kaleidoscopes
many fascinating facets.
And like a cutter honing his blade,
the present political establishment
seeks to wrench the brightness from
the stone in its own way and for its own
purpose.
It is impossible to give a detailed
study of the political structure considering the enormous complexity, but
it would suffice to say that it is based
on continuing white supremacy and
domination-APARTPEID.
In 1935 the Bond (pronounced Bund),
a group of Afrikaans intellectuals who

believed in Aryan dominance, white
superiority and survival of the white
race proposed apartheid. The pervasive dominant theme within this idea
was white self-preservation.
By 1948 apartheid became an inseparable part of Afrikaaner nationalism.
The Afrikaaner would perpetuate his
belief by ruling the country with an
iron hand and committing himself to a
strict segregation of races.

THE AFRIKAANER invention of
apartheid conceives separation, segregation, subjugation and domination'
and elimination which is to be maintained through a manipulating system
of social and political control through
sheer brute force
Under the theory of apartheid, social,
residential, economical and political
separation is envisioned for each of the
major "racial" entities in South
Africa.
Theoretically, the non-whites are to
have full opportunity to develop in
their own area in every sphere
The political system does not allow
for a bill of rights or the right to franchise This permits it to be entirely and
totally dominated constitutionally by
the whites.
In South Africa inequality is legal by
constitution Thus the principal decision-makers in South Africa are
whites. Members of other groups are
effectively denied political power
To implement such a repugnant and
absurd political framework there are
numerous bizarre laws, each generation of laws more preposterous than
the last one
Powever. the real hell of apartheid is
its inherent inhumanity No outsider
could even remotely imagine the unfolding details of apartheid.

THe BG news

nbc election night
By Nicholas voa Hoffman
In control room HI; the final act of
preparation for the night of work was
Fred Kheinstein getting up from his
chair, taking his shirt off and slipping
on another one with a picture of
Frazier. the sensuous lion, printed on
it
Frazier T-shirts depicting the sexy
old boy with his tongue hanging out and
panting were then distributed to all
personnel
manning both tiers of
consoles in 8-G
Most of the people in the room where
NBC's election night remote coverage
is directed slipped them on over their
clothes and got back to such vexatious
technicalities as why the private line
phone number to Sioux Falls was
reaching the Greyhound Hus depot
instead ol Ihe MrGovern headquarters
FRAZIER IS ONE of those longrunning, in-house jokes, but he's in
character
with
Ihe
NBC
news
operation headquarlered in the art
(lecu RCA skyscraper in Kadiofity
NBC people often describe their
operation as the world's largest Momand Pop stoic or compare themselves
to
the
old
British
Foreign
Service humane, intelligent but loo
kindly and lamilial to stay quite even
with
CBS
aggressiveness
and
reportonal energy
Whether true or not that's how a lot

of NBC people see themselves and it is
the flavor of the place
Jokes and a homey tradition, with
Julian
Goodman,
the
company
president, always giving the oneminute pep talk to all hands just before
going on the air election night, and
David Adams, the chairman of the
board, tending bar at the after-sign off
get-together, and all night long while
America looked at John Chancellor, he
had to look at a huge sign just below
the elevated camera stand asking him,

"WHO WONT"
In 8-G, however. Fred Kheinstein
makes it friendly but also frantic.
IT'S IN HIS control room that all
NBC correspondents across the
country get coordinated, sorted and
lined up to be put on the air when
executive producer Shad Northshield.
in Ihe overall master control room,
summons them.
Most control rooms are studies in
low-voice calm, but not 8-G, both
because of Fred's personality and the
nature of the work
It is work which must surmount Ihe
Greyhound Bus depot problem and Ihe
fact that Tom Pettit. the NBC
correspondent
staked
out
at
Washington's Shoreham Potel. was
suffering from a case of diarrhea.
By 6 p.m. 8-G is intense Fred, who
handled all the Apollo shots for NBC.
has given up smoking cigarettes, sort
of, because when anybody in the room

lights up one they walk over and give
I- r ill first puff

THE

OCCASSIONAL

shots

of

nicotine don't help him as he shouts.
Stand by. Sioux Falls to roll Ihe
+&'"'.■ ling tape they gol speed upon
Ihe taping machine for Sioux Falls''
"I forgot my l.ibnum. says Patsy
l.ichlenfels. one ol the young women
manning
the
phone lines from
everywhere and auditing Ihe hoi mike
from the master control room which
allows 8-G to follow the thread of Ihe
action and coordinate
"I am one of
those people who react to instant panic
by getting calmer Some people don't
like it because they think when you're
calm you're not involved."
Klsewhcre in a video tape machine
room they are recording remotes
editing them and sending back lo 8-G a
log of whal they have stored away \ ia
automatic writing machine called a
Telautograph
BUT FRED'S mam object is to gel
as much good live stuff on the air as he
possibly can. so shortly after 7 p ID.
he's up out of his chair shouting, "Cue
I" into Tom Print's ear down in
Washington as Ihe reporter starts an
interview with Perb Klein.
Now
Fred
is
directing
the
cameraman lo tighten up and come in
on Ihe picture and when that's done he
listens for a bit and then says, "OK. get
readv
for
a
hot
switch
lo

Mankiewirz. Klein has got about 36
people asleep and that's enough...stand
by for the the switch...God bleep it. you
blept it up "
By 8:30 the problem had changed in
detail but not in essence with Fred
saying
into
the
mike
and
two
telephones. Well, Clifton White ain't
the heaviest guy 1 ever heard of
Christ!
NBC
is declaring Nixon
elected Can't we get MacGregor or

Dote?"
And then after that is done Fred is
telling someone down the line. "Now if
you can get Larry O'Brien right behind
MacGregor. I'll give you a dollar and a
half or fix you up in Tijuana with a nice
clean girl '
AT A QUARTER of II he's saying to
Wichita Falls. Texas, tell Oliver that
was the dumb bleep longest first
question we've had all night and we
flew him all the way from Burbank
Next he has lined up a picture of
Barbara Jordan in Pouston and is
telling the master control room, "That
lady you see in the monitor is the first
black
lady Congresswoman
from
Texas. She's lost 26 pounds waiting to
get on the air "
Master control won't buy. But Fred
has new problems Patsy is telling him
that German television has rented a
half-hour of satellite time and wants to
use one of NBC's two Washington lines
to transmit a picture up to New York
and then on to Europe
"OK." Fred answers, but tell the
Krauts to send beer." Pe informs the
master control room and it roars back
over the hot mike, "You gave line two
to the Krauts! But we beat them in the
last war!"
NOW AGNEW IS on-but not talking
-so master control says. "Go to
Chancellor." Fred shouts. "No. you
can't cut away during ruffles and
flourishes'"

'WHAT RACIAL PROBLEM?'

To which master controls replies.
"We'll do a segue with music and
TPEN
go to Chancellor
Fred
executes, shouting at someone unseen
that, "this buck duck has gone on long
enough Go' go' bang! bang!"
At 12:36 Fred is telling master
control. "Not only is Teddy not coming
out at Pyannisport. but he has goodnighted and 1 want to good-night
Sioux Falls."
One by one the remotes are goodnighted as NBC prepares to go off the
air. Master control starts the music
and the credit call as the Telautograph
scrolls out its last words. "Video tape
is signing off Thank you and good
evening from your machine."
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Lerrers
ahead of his time ?
The humanitarian who fought for
ending of the war and who wanted
money that is collected
by
government, to be be spent for
people

the
the
its
its

The politician who wanted the
country's money to be spent for
continuing the war and its foreign
policy.
There are some who say that this
war must be made to stop the spread of
communism. There are others who say
that the United States is supporting a
corrupt government in South Vietnam.
BUT IN THE discussions both pro
and con about the war there exist the
untold thousands upon thousands who
have been maimed.
Including the thousands that live in
this country, never to walk, never to
see or disfigured for life.
I wonder how people will view this
period in history in the year 2000
Will they be amused at the strongest
military nation in the world trying to
wipe out a small country in Vietnam,
merely to prove a point, or to save
political face?
Will they look at the injured and feel
pity and sorrow for the consequences
of their efforts?

OR WILL THEY look at Richard
Nixon as a conquering hem" A man
who felt the need to win a war against a
small country, irregardless of the
years it took.
Or will
they
look at George
McGovem. a man whose conviction it
was that America not use its money
to destroy and kill, but to correct the
problems of America and improve its
quality of life?
Or will they know in the year 2000
that the spirit and will are what makes
democracy work; and that the only
way democracy will spread is by its
own example of itself.
And will they know that in a nuclear
age. no side would win in a war.
Or will perhaps the words of
President Eisenhower come true?
That to have the military spend too
much on its defenses, actually weakens
a country.
In the midst of this violent and
inhumane world in which we live.
George McGovern will be looked upon
as a man ahead of his time.

William E. Small
BGSU employee
I2»'i E Wooster
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Plans survey on store prices

SBO outlines future projects
The Steering Committee
of the Student Body Organization (SBO) yesterday
outlined several future projects and made two appointments.
The first project was a
survey to compare prices of
products in local drug
stores.
It would be conducted on
four weekends beginning
winter quarter Members
hoped the results would be
printed in The BG News

A second idea was to convert the Conklin ice rink into
a parking lot for students.
Members agreed to research
proposal and perhaps
conduct a survey of student
ideas on the campus parking
situation.
Kurt Wacker. who suggested the parking survey,
also proposed that the SBO
officials receive academic
credit hours for their work.
JEFF SHERMAN. SBO

president, appointed John
Doering Jr. to the Faculty
Senate Executive Committee. We also named Glenn
Bowen as Coordinator of
Involvement to replace Jack
Delaney, who resigned Nov
8
The Steering Committee
discussed the "early-out"
school year calendar, which
it had endorsed earlier
The new calendar would
go into effect fall quarter
1973 with classes starting on

Sept 5 and ending in May
Other SBO plans up for
discussion were a booklet
describing the services of
the Student Activities office.
a collection for flowers for
Matt Dahlinghaus i football
player who recently fractured his neck i. questionnaires for professor-coui H
evaluations,
and an
appearance by a lawyer
from Advocates lor Balk
Legal Equality lABLEl.
which specializes in land

newsnoTes
KANSAS CITY. Mo i AP l - An official of the Air Line Pilots Association
said yesterday the FBI's decision to
shoot out the tires of a hijacked Southern Airways jetliner last weekend
brought it "closer to disaster" than
any hijacking in the last three years
Capt Thomas M Ashwood. chairman of the ALPA's International
Flight Security Commission, criticized Acting FBI Director Patrick
Gray for the FBI's action against the
Southern Airways KC9 Gray has said
he made the decision to shoot out the
tires of the plane

next legislature will bo the first In 12
years in which the OOP will not control the I'ouse

Friendly feeling

Minority leader
COLUMBUS i API - Rep Joseph P
Tulley iR-37 Mentor I announced yesterday he will be a candidate for
assistant minority leader of the upcoming legislature
Republicans meet Friday to select
their leaders for the 110th General
Assembly which convenes Jan. 1 The

Property taxes
COLUMBUS. IAP) - The Ohio
Supreme Court yesterday upheld a
1972 legislative enactment extending

KRIS F.RIDON. who
suggested the latter, also
proposed a tenant education
meeting inloiming students
about oil campus housing
and where to tind apartmentHe alto suggested thai Ike
Student Mousing Assocla
Uon - (iulde lo Off-Campus
Living
be rewritten and
■Old In landlords who would
post it in then apartments
as an aid lo tenants
"B> having this booklet
available wecould stop a lot
ol problems before they
st.n i Ki iil.'ii said

until 1977 the deadline for the state's
88 counties to comply with orders for
uniform property tax assessments
But at the same time, the court
ruled unconstitutional a provision in
the same law establishing "current
use" as the basis for property tax
valuations In a previous case, the
Supreme Court said valuations must
be made on the basis of "actual", or
market value

FBI criticized

lord tenant disputes

WASHINGTON 1AP1
Jane l»
Hart, wife of Democratic Sen Philip
A Dart of Michigan, said yetterda)
that on a visit to North Vietnam she
found a friendly feeling among the
people toward Americans that should
aid post-war reconciliation between
the two countries
Mrs Part, an antiwar activisl
made the trip at the invitation of the
North Vietnamese government She
held a news conferenee in a Senate
Office building to report on her visit
which extended from On 21 to Nov

George Millet SBO vice
president, said lie has sche
doled a meeting with Jerry
Clark, assistant directoi ol
Pood Set vices to discuss
good prices in dining halls
One topic ol discussion
would be the cookies labeled
as |3 rents hut sold for
almost twice that amount

that "no agency, in or out of
government. . is responsible for establishing goals"
in the health education field
One of its major conclusions was that there is
need for "a major new commitment of federal money"
and a reallocation of current
and future funding by
federal, state, local and private sources, "so the money
will be spent more wisely "
FOUR MEMBERS of the
committee disclosed these
and other
"highlight"
findings at a news conference at the centennial

DINNER DATES

convention of the American
Public Health Association
They said their detailed
report -together
with
specific recommendationswould not be made public
until the report is formally
presented to Nixon "before
the end of the year," They
declined to define the
amount of new federal
funding being recommended, but said it would be
"in the millions "
One of the committee
members. Victor Weingarten. president of the Institute of Public Affairs.
Inc.. New York, said the

Luncheon Special
Tan.

Wed.
Thurt.
Fri.
Sat.
MOD.

group's
recommendations
"are going to flow from our
findings so they become
fairly self-evident
The committee held tact
finding
hearings
last
January in several in.ijin
cities, including Boston. St
Louis,
Denver. San

world of only black and while, but a better time couldn't
have been chosen to capture the beauty and serenity of this
winter scene.

Black studies 'relevant'
By Mai il win New Ion
its a pity we who are In
volved with African studies
have to waste so much time
justifying the relevance ol
black studies
Bphraim
Isaac professor ol African

studies at Harvard University, said in a lecture
I'uosil.iv
The lecture was the lust
ol a two part series spun
sored by Ethnic studies and
the Hlack African Peoples

Association i BAPA i
Isaac said his expertise
lies in Ethiopian history and
literature, not in Justifying
the relevance ol
Afro
American studies
A UNIVERSITY is a place

Health education 'neglected'
ATLANTIC CITY. N.J
lAPI - A White House-appointed committee,
disclosing findings of a year's
investigation.
reported
yesterday that health
education
throughout
America-especially in nonwhite areas-is "a neglected, underfinanced, unhealthily
fragmented
activity" requiring roajor
overhauling
The investigative committee of private health professionals, created
by
President
Nixon
in
September 1971 to make a
nationwide studv. also found
-tr

Midnight...and all is quiet, lale al night, it teems lo be a
ScrCnC

Francisco, Vtlanta, Houston
and Los \ngeles

Welngarten declared that
ol 175 billion spenl nationally
loi health services by

federal, state, local and pri
vale sources each vear onlv
one hall ol one per cent is
spent on health education

where people seek truth and
knowledge, and il must he
open lo the experiences ol

ever) person, he said
A question more tmpor
tant than relevance is lo
what extent a university is
committed lo Mack studies
Isaac said

An understanding ol
All nan history is important
to Afro-American studies
he said 'Unless we respect
our own image it becomes
diiiieuit to respect othet
people
The value ol knowledge

is not determined b> the
number ol people engaged in
the study "
If just one or two persons
want to study a subject they
have the right to do so. he
said
Historians have said thai
Africa has no history
because it has no recorded

writings or documents
BUT ISAAC SAID this is
untrue, judging (rom his
experiences with the vast

quantities ol Ethiopian literature
The origin ol
writing is in Africa and
Asia he said
Il is possible that ol all
litel ature written belore the
16th century, the quantity
hum Ethiopia would be
equal lo or greater than that
of Kngland. Germany and
France combined, he added
When contributions ol
Mrican people are discussed, credit is usually
given lo persons outside (he
Vfrican civilisation, Isaac
said
Mm \inei leans
have
made great contributions to
the culture ol the United
Slates, including industry
even when subjected to
slavery." he said

NOV. 21 •
NOV. 27

Chicken Cacciatori
Homemade Manicotti
Meatkwl
Perch
Lasagna
Cream Chicken on toast

3530512

Wait' There's gotta be
another way to attract that
ship! Let's holler that we
have some home-made
Lasagna from Petti's!"

THE ABOVE INCLUDES MOM PETTI"S
HOMEMADE SOUP OR ITALIAN
SALAD. BREADd BUTTEH

DAILY SPECIAl_Ma Petti s Soup.
Sandwich & Beverage - $1-25
(changed dally i

* Join the 55 Club
4 to 6 P.M.

downtown
Bowling Green

For $U9
at Ponderosa
you get a delicious Western Cut Steak. And if it
isn't delicious we'll broil you another or give
you your money back. You know we wouldn't
make an offer like that unless we were pretty
sure of ourselves. Along with a great steak, you'll
get a baked potato, crisp, tossed salad and roll.
Where else can you get a steak dinner for $1.79 —
and a guarantee!

Free from
Irish Spring
A MANLV DEODORANT u)
O

>

This unusual patch is light green satin on black velvet with white stitched lettering
Sew it on. Iron it on. Or turn it into an eye patch.
But however you wear it. wear it proudly.
You can get one free when you buy 3 bath size bars of Irish Spring.
the manly deodorant soap that ladies like too. See coupon
.c
Mail to: Irish Spring Patch Offer
P.O. Boi 768. Damn. Conn 06820
Please send me
(quantity) ot Irish Spring Patch(es). I am enclos
ing the front panels with Net Wl markings from 3 packages ol Irish
Spring (bath sue only) lor each patch ordeied Allow 2 to 4 weeks

COUEGECITV

1

E. WoosterSt.
ocroaa from (he football alodium

'Manly yes... but ladies like it too'

OFFCR EXPIRES DECEMBER 31. 1973.

.4/Tho SG N.wi, Thursday, Novombor 16, 1973

fCC commissioner says
fxin drug commercials'
l

WASHINGTON (AP ifcug commercials have
Uffned television into "the
principal pusher to a junkie
rUjition
and should be
banned, a member of the
Federal Communications
Commission said Tuesday
The White House. Congress and federal regulatory

agencies have bowed to
drug-industry
pressure.
Commissioner
Nicholas
Johnson said, and a grassroots campaign may be the
only hope of telling "the true
nature of drug abuse in this
country."
"It is never easy to defeat
the forces of corporate

Soviets missing
economic target
IMOSCOW (API - The economy is showing persistent
weakness in areas the leadership promised would launch the
Soviet Union into the consumer era.
After a "once in a century" crop failure. Soviet economic
managers are getting disturbing news from the industrial
sector.
Gross industrial production, up 6 9 per cent, is meeting the
planned targets, according to statistics published yesterday
but the key to continued Soviet economic growth-increased
labor productivity-is lagging
EXPLAINING the 1971-1975 five-year plan to the party
congress last year. Premier Alexei N Kosygin pointed to
targets of planned labor productivity and said they "are of
crucial importance for our whole economic development
program "
In its review of the economy for the first 10 months, the
weekly "Ekonomicheskaya Gazeta" revealed that over-all
labor productivity had grown bv five and one-half per cent
The paper also complained about the lack of "new lines of
high quality materials, machinery and equipment "

Car Wash

greed in America." Johnson
said. "But when that greed
turns television into the
principal pusher to a junkie
nation, somebody has to
take action-even if your
government won't."
BUT OTHER witnesses at
a National Council of
Churches hearing said until
proof of guilt is established,
more attention should be
paid to enforcing advertising
codes, policing drug-ad
claims and developing more
realistic campaigns against
drug abuse.
"Calling for a ban proscribing drug advertising
seems premature, naive and
a
somewhat
hysterical
reaction to society's inability to contain drug
abuse." said Dr. Gerhard J.
I'anneman. co-director of
Project DAIR-Drug Abuse
Information
Research-at
the
University
of
Connecticut.
Dr. Donald L. Kanter, professor of business administration at the University of Southern California,
said
antidrug advertisements featuring movie stars
and athletes have had a
"boomerang" effect.
HE SAID that after
viewing
commercials

GULF
gas

showing professional football players rapping drugs.
88 per cent of a group of
southern California youths
"thought the athletes themselves were using drugs. The
whole concept of source
credibility seems to be in
question."
The Proprietary Association, representing firms
manufacturing 90 per cent of
the S2 billion worth of
nonprescription drugs sold
annually in the United
States, said it has urged selfregulation
of
drug
advertising

By Fraak Johnson
Many people think "Yes"
can only do dance tune
rockers like "Roundabout"
and "Long Distance Runaround" from its last album
They forget the long involved songs the group is
capable of doing.
The newest album. "Close
to the Edge" (Atlantic 72441.
breaks that common theory.
Who's going to dance to a
title cut that lasts for 19
minutes''

Friday 8:30 at 4D's Club

10 gal. .50
5 gal. .75
RAIN CHECK

1000 S. MAIN

— Selected Items —

FREE BEER. MEMBERS ONLY
(Can pay dues at the door)

GR&nounD
5c~RVI(F

Regular
Fall Merchandise

SAVE THIS HANDY SCHEDULE

From Bass, Connies,
Dunhams

TO

ONEWAV

Dayton

7.95

14.65

12:05
2:25
5:40
7:40

P.M.
P.M
P.M
P.M.

Cincinnati

10.40

19.80

12:05
2:25
5:40
7:40

P.M.
P.M
P.M.
P.M.

Columbus

695

13.25

6.55 AM
12:55 P.M.

Cleveland

7.70

1465

8:10 AM.
10:45 AM
4:20 P.M.

Detroit

4.95

ROUNDTRIP

LEAVE*

Reg. from $14.99 to $21.99

NOW ON SALE
from $10.87 to $14.87

for 3 Days only
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
IStore hours:
Mon
Sat

Fri

11 A.M. to 9 P.M.
10 A.M. to 6 P.M.

IS YOUR
FACE IN THIS
PICTURE?

Marion

4.55

9.45

8:10 AM.
940 AM.
1045 AM.
3:20 P.M
4:20 P.M
8:40 P.M.
925 P.M.

8.65

10:10 P.M.

• Busies Laavt From 419 L Woosttr

Joseph Subic, agent at Greyhound's Bowling Green terminal, is ready to serve you.
He can get you in and out of town with
connections to all America. 353-5982.

**

Joseph Subic
Bowling Green
LOCAL PHONE NUMBER

353-5982
it it is. come to Domino's at 1616 East Woosttr
(after 5) to claim your certificate good for a free
16" one item piiza. PS. Domino's starts the
weekend early by staying open till 2 A.M. tonight
Call

352-5221

GpGRSVHOUIlD
"

Oft

III e

I
Set!

Rosemary Johnson, senior (AftS), ilandmg directs a vidWapo in South Hall <
P°'' °' a P'o j« I for o television broadcasting class.

Review: Close to the Edge'

SKI CLUB PARTY

15 gal. Free wash

Quiet

* ...ond leave the driving to or.

"CLOSE TO THE Edge
takes up the entire first side
It's very much like the
music done by King Crimson
and Emerson. Lake and
Palmer
The song is broken into
four parts, with one-I Gel
Up I Get Down'-semng as
a theme running throughout
the cut
Voices are good, guitars
are nice, but credit lor this
song must be given mainly
to Hick Wakeman. who does

great work on keyboards
i especially organ i
Wakeman seems to have
taken lessons from Keith
Emerson, since many »f the
instrumental sections sound
a great deal like EL&P
The end of the side, called
Seasons of Man." picks up
the tempo and goes into
somewhat of a dance tune,
most likely to be released
soon as a single The ending
uses a King Crimson-like

sound with the "I Get Up I
Get Down" theme
Quite a feat for
indeed

Yes,"

THE SECOND SIDE has
two lengthy cuts, including
And You and I." already
released as a single.
Wakeman again gives a
fine performance, going
very heavily into the King
Crimson mold This song is
also cut into four musical

bridges, but only half as long
as the title song
I'll admit. I like keyboards, but Steve I'owe on
guitars is no slouch, either
1'is duet with Wakeman on
Siberian Khatru" makes
the song
"Yes" has always been an
exciting and popular group
With (lose to the Edge,
its popularity can grow. But
more importantly, so can its
musical ability.

Thur*ooy,

16, 1972, IK. M> Newt/re** 9''

You feel lost sometimes'

Transition from Firelands
When a student makes the
transition Irom a two-year
branch campus to the main
University, what does he
find'
To many students, the
answer is greater expenses.
more difficult courses and
an impersonal atmosphere.
Steve Keller, junior
IA&SI. attended the Firelands branch campus (or two
years. To him. the students
there seemed to be "just
like one big happy family.''
BECAUSE enrollment at
Firelands is much smaller

than at the main campus,
Keller believes a person can
know more students and. as
a result, become more
involved in school activities
Me said at the main campus, a student is "just a
Social Security number.''
"You (eel lost sometimes
at Bowling Green."
Keller said he liked the
branch campus more because he was able to live at
home, save money, and
work part-time.
Costs are higher (or the
main campus student than

(or the person enrolled at a
branch school.
The general (ee is only $25
per quarter at Firelands.
half the rate paid by main
campus students
In addition, students can
live at home without paying
room and board
HOWEVER, some former
Firelands students believe
the advantages of living in
their own apartments make
up (or the added expenses.
"Living in an apartment,
you are (ree to go when you
want and ivoul don't have

anybody to tell you what to
do." said Sue Windsor,
junior iEd.).
Although the main campus
offers more facilities (or
extra-curricular activities.
Windsor believes these
activities "have more
meaning and are more
personal al Firelands "
Debbie Faber. junior
i Ed ' and the reigning Miss
Firelands Campus, believes
students at the main campus
don't really want to get to
know their classmates
Instead, she said they
usually lorm small groups o(

Wallace touches
on 72 election
KANSAS CITY (API Alabama Gov George Wallace says
many candidates (rom both major parties during the 1972
campaign used the same terms for which he was labeled a
demagogue four years earlier
And he says the average voter, in rejecting Sen George
McGovern's presidential bid. demonstrated the belief that
"the Democratic party, like the government, had gotten
remote from him "
Wallace spoke from his wheelchair to the 39th annual
convention of The Associated Press Managing Editors on
Tuesday evening, almost six months a(ter he received a bullet wound while campaigning at a Laurel. Mil shopping
center
SEN. THOMAS Eagleton iD-Mo >. another central figure
in the swirl of unexpected events during this year's campaign, addressed the convention's approximately 580 registrants yesterday.
Eagleton's address was to locus on his nomination (or vice
president and later dismissal (rom the Democratic ticket
following disclosure ol his medical history
Only hours before Wallace spoke, the surgeon who
removed the bullet Irom the governor s spine said his
chances of walking again were diminishing each day
"1 base this belie( on the (act that there has been no
improvement in his paralysis." said Dr J Garber Galbraith
o( Birmingham. Ala . professor ol neurosurgery at the University o( Alabama School o( Medicine

(nends during their freshman and sophomore years
and stick to those (nends
throughout their college
careers
SOME FORMER Firelands students believe the
courses at the main campus
are more difficult because o(
the larger number o(
students in each class and
less personal contact
between protessor and
student
Some students said compared with tho branch campus, professor-student
relationships on the main
campus seem to be nonexistent
"You receive more
personal contact at Firelands. i compared I to
Bowling Green where the
professor can't take the
time lor each student."
Faber said

receive additional VA
education
allowance
compensation and pension
money that male veterans
are allowed for their wives.
The new law also liberallies the criteria for paying
additional benefits for children who are in the custody
o( a veteran and also
awaiting adoption
Previously, no payments

Band to perform
jazz, rock music

Bode

Vaughn Bode, underground comic artiftl, tpoka latl night in
210 Math-Scionca Bldg. His comic work hen appeared in
Cavaliar and National Lampoon mogoiinoi.

Satanic power plagues
societies-Pope Paul VI
N. w.pK.1. by Gam j. Pvafcar
A bod last grade? Too much to tiudy and no
tima lo do it in? Mayba somoono jutt got up
on tha wrong tida of tho bad.

New bill to assist vets
A bill recently signed into
law by President Nixon will
provide women veterans
with a "bill of rights" and
offer GIs greater tutorial
assistance.
Under the first provision,
women veterans no longer
will have to prove their husbands are disabled and
permanently incapable of
self-support in order to

Naw tphata by Sam Cartana

Vaughn

could be made while the
child was in custody of a
veteran until a final decree
of adoption was issued
Under the second provision. Gl students with academic problems can receive
Veterans Administration
financed tutoring more
easily
THE NEW LAW, which
also increased educational
benefits, removed the
requirement that a student
must be failing a course to
be eligible for a VA-paid
tutor.
Tutorial assistance first

became available in March.
1970 and was designed for
veterans and servicemen
who were studying on a halftime or more basis.
For this help. VA paid
tutors up to $50 (or each
month or portion of a month
they tutored, up to a
maximum o( nine months
However, under the new
law. VA pays tutors (or the
actual time they tutor, up to
a maximum o( $50 a month.
This tends to "stretch"
tutorial benelits which eligible persons may continue
to use until a total o( $450 is
exhausted

VATICAN CITY lAPi Pope Paul VI said yesterday
the devil is dominating
"communities and entire
societies' through sex. narcotics and doctrinal errors
The 75-year-old pontiff
speaking in a sad and dramatic voice, addressed a
crowd of 6.000 at the weekly
public audience in the huge
hall oil St Peter's Basilica
Vatican observers said the
Pope was voicing concern
over Satanic cults and spiritualist sects that have spread
recently (rom the United
States and northern Europe
to Italy

who believe they can contact
the dead have become fairly
frequent even in Rome
"Do we not see how much
evil is in the world'" Pope
Paul asked.
"Are we
believers not those who are
most troubled by the observation and experience o(
evil?"
I'e said the devil was a
"territic reality-mysterious
andawc-inspiring "
In a relerence In devil
worship, he deplored those
who believe in Satan as a
sell-sullicient being which
docs not draw its origin
from i.oil like all
creatures."

THERE are reports that
spiritualist seances by those

ON THE OTHER hand, he

criticized those who
question the existence ol the
devil Some theologians in
1'oM.mil and other countries
have inferred in recenl
works that Satan may be
just a myth
"This obscure and disturbing being does exist."
the Pope said.
I'e said Satan has a host ol
other devils at his orders

NOW
HIRING!
THE NEW

FRISCH'S BIG BOY
Parrysburg, Ohio
(across Irom Holiday Inn)

We Need:
Waitresses

Grill men

Hostesses

Fry cooks

Salad girls

Bus boys

Benefits Include:

STOLEN SIGN
Reward offered for information leading to
arrest & conviction of persons who stole a
24 x 36 wooden sign. Nov. 11 or 12 from the
law office of

• Vacations

• Meals

• Uniforms

• Hospitalization plan

— Must Be 18 Or Over
— No Experience Needed

"LANDLUBBER"SEES

— Full Pay While Training

YOU IN BLUE DENIM

Donald D. Simmons

N0WACCEPTING

Attorney ol Law

RESERVATIONS

118 E. Oak. Bowling GtHn

352-4371, 352-2571, 372-2346

Congratulations To...
Kreeter & Bonnie - Marriage

BACHELORS III
NITE CLUB

APPLY IN PERSON
9 A.M. to 7 P.M.
FRISCH'S BIG BOY

Did you ever have a bad time in blue denim?
Landlubber didn't think so — so here are
blue denim top stitched blazers in sizes 3442 for »20. And 30" (count 'em - 30"!) elephant bell bottom bona fide blue denim
jeans; 28-36 waists *9. Don't wait to buy
yours!

Merle & Beth - Eng.
Robin & Lynne - Eng.
Tom & Cathy - Pin
Scott & Connie - Lav.
Rufiis & Joan - Lav.
Mike & Sue - Lav.
The Pledges and Brothers of Phi Dtlta Theta

u
A
0

YES

IS HERE

K

The Christian, he said, must
light a struggle in the
dark nol against one devil
bui against an awe-striking
plurality
*l
It was the first time Pope J
Paul spoke al length in pub- J
lie about Satan Sources said J
Church scholars have J
recently lent in reports to i
the Vatican on Satanic cults J
and then spread

HOLIDAY LANE

Bowling Green s award-winning Jazz Lab Band will present a concert tonight at 8 in the Grand Ballroom. Union.
Under the direction ol David Melle. assistant professor o(
performance studies, the band specializes in big band jazz
and rock music
Melle said the band is at an all-time high (or talent this
year with outstanding soloists in every section
Last year, the Lab Band perlormed 18 concerts and clinics
for high school students in northern Ohio in addition to two
campus concerts
The group has also cut its fourth annual album, entitled.
Lab Band '72." which is available Irom Melle. 413 Johnston
I'ali. or by mail
Tonight's concert is Iree and open to the public

i ■

TONIGHT
9 P.M.
MEMORIAL HALL
Tickets on sale at

Union Ticket Office and
Chess King Stores
•4.00 4'4.50

6/TlM BO New». Thursday, November 16, 1972

Eagleton-a scapegoat target?
treated fairly by the
McGovem staff, Eagleton
replied

•KANSASCITYiAP'-Sen
TJiomas F. Eagleton said
Vtslerday thai he loll some
numbers o( the George
(icGovern staff made him a
■rgel of 'scapegoalism
(•ward
the end ol
^cGovern's
unsureenflll
Residential campaign
£ Eagleton
the Missmin
pemoerat who Mapped aside
as the parly s vice presidential candidate allei dis
closures about his medical
History, made the ob
servation during a question
^nd-answer session with
.several hundred journalists
at
the
39th
annual
Associated Press Managing
Editors Association conwnlinn here
Asked if he had been

"NOT AT ALL times Toward the end of the campaign there were members
of the McGovern staff who
were looking for a convenient scapegoat for what
appeared to be the inevitable results And I believe I
became the target of that
scapegoalism."
The senator did not
mention any names
I'e said he believed the
election
outcome
would
have been the same had he
i irn,lined nn the ticket
Hut he added that he felt
he would have been more
nl an asset than a hahililv

Aggressive Young Men Needed
Full oi parl time work available Good op
potlunilv foi students with a cat Can make up
to Si00 a week, pail time

during the campaign,
despite controversy after he
disclosed he had been
hospitalized (or exhaustion
and received psychiatric
treatment in the 1960s
IN AN interview in yesterday's Washington
Post
Kagleton declared he was
certainly not" the cause ol

McGovern's defeat K'e said
his departure from the vice
presidential nomination was
simply "one rock" contributing to President Nixon's
landslide victory over
McGovern
In his appearance here.
Kagleton reiterated his admiration and respect for
McGovern

96 singers to perform
in A Cappella concert
The A Cappella choir will present Us first concert ol the
season Monday. Nov 20. at R p m in the Grand Ballroom.
Union
The IMi-vuice choir, conducted by Kit-hard Mathey, will
feature Mass in G Minor" by R. Vaughn Williams. Music
lor Children" by Carl Orlf "Five Canzonets" by Jean
Merger, and "Lullaby". a composition by l)r Wallace
DePue. professor ol theory and composition in the School of
Music
Also featured will be two student compositions.
'Prophesy" by Anne Goodwin Tracy, junior iMus. Ed. I.
anil In Wonder, Love, and Praise by Becky Griffin, junior
iMus Ed i
The performance la free and open to the public

Apply in person

for intetview at the tollowinii limes,

New Building Completed

Thors.Nov 16

6:30-7:00 P.M.

Fri Nov 17

1:30-2:00 P.M.
6:30-7:00 P.M.

Haven House Manor Apts.

SfUCk!

"f '

onl

y

would

hove

left two minute, earlier...Oh

well,

diiving'i warmer than walking."

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

hi |)e Valera.
ttl llvway.

I lluddhi-t monk,
."i AlUt IIP* i with
"tin" t.
'I Copyrighle
a way: Abbr.
13 Tike .1..»II
It Aviation Muni*
16 I - * r«■ r ,ii Bradley.
17 Brother of Abel.

(.1 UfeJeat,
61 l.iiii'Mi- name in
foothill
6$ Tip*.

18 Lattery.

13 Full of life.

Information Call

352-7444

THL'R-SDAYISSTIOKNTMTKH .00-1.11 .'S REQUIRED!

BADDOG
AT THE
Ur / lb. 9 III

THE
DEMOCRATIC
party now faces the task of
broadening its base.'' the
senator declared. Asked
whether that might involve
replacement of Jean Westwood as the party's national
chairman. Eagleton said he
planned to "sit on the sidelines "on that issue
Eagleton said he would
give "mixed reviews'' to
press coverage of the events
leading up to and surrounding his departure from
the national ticket I'e said
he saw that coverage as
• creditable'' on the whole
but less than perfect.

20 Treachcroiit. act.
22 Arlrenn Inn anil
"i in i

1515 E. Wooster

824 E Wooster, Apt 5

NOW

In the campaign, however.
Eagleton said
'his
views...sometimes
they
were misinterpreted or a bit
garbled...some or all of
these views disturbed a good
many people."

"Gutsy,

bawdy !"|
—WANDA HALE.
NIWYOI1K DAIIYNFWS

Thurs., Fri., Sat., Sun.

>8 Gold, in duly.
19 l.ilerury device.
10 Son of Klter. in
l.enesip.

GIGOLO

Sal I. Sun 7 30 4 3b I lb. 9 30

24 Certain
cookwarc.
25 Sneaker-'
plat f• -1 Mi28 Fisherman*|iri»e.
2') Swedi-h name
for Turku.
Ill Bar »f metal
!I2 No! live, on TV,
.Ifi Feel norm* (or.

ii

AUIBM UM
thing: l.at.

Y\ Saul!

Marie.

FOR THE
REST OF THE QUARTER
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THEATRE
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StUDINT PRICiS IM0HS » SUN Will Nol Apply lot IMdl.c on Ik. Rool
NOW AT POPULAR PRICES - Adult t $2 25-Childr.n $1 00
SHOWN W10 » THURS it H 00 0NIY IRI0AY 1 00 10 00
SA1UA0AY .' :ill Mill 10 00 SUNDAY 2 00 5 00 8 00

Irect from its record-breaking reserved-seat presentation!
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Howling Grow Volleyball Club. 5pm Men * Gym Open
practice for all interested male undergrad

OPEN FRI. SAT & SUN ONLY

Christian Science Organization. t> 30pm Trout Chapel A
(<•stniiivni.il meeting open to all
BGSU Kern inn Club. 7pm. South (iym. Women sHIdg

SHIM H Hill IN CAR ELECTRIC HI AltRS lopnonill

Camp— CnuadelorCnrtal 7pm.Pacnlt) Lounge Cmon

PM3
IS A RIP-SNORTER. A TRIUMPH!"

i rnnii

......

"••••BRILLIANTLY CONCEIVED,
BRILLIANTLY DONE! DEVASTATINGLY FUNNY!"

ItC.Sl Karate Club. 7 9pm. Student Services Korttffl
BG8I rable Tennis t lub 7 lOpm. 105 Women |BM|
Inter \ansl\ t'hnstian Kellimship.
K.HHH I in.>n Topic MltUOM

Sit A Sun 2 5 30 9 30

POSITIVELY THE MOST
I0RJUFYING FILM EVER MADE
—■ t

m

Shown ol 9:30

7 30pm.

Mumni

VttfnttClub.. 30pm 102 liusiness Hldg
lltmling GrOffl Go> Liberation 7 .lt»pm. United Christuti
Fellowship tcntei

■:: fil. --::-::..-. ■ :■.
3i0 Bonus I• Jinn hi A Sit only fioln Thut

need monev' Montgomerv
Ward
\
Co
requires
progressive sales people on
the campus Work your own
hours Obtain commission
on over
130,000
items
Outstanding opportunity lor
right
person
\pplv
a)
Montgomerv Ward. 178 S
Main Bowling Green Ask
lor Lois Kaialia
Wanted waitresses and or
deliver]
men
\pplv
in
person
1004 S
Main
I'agliai s
SKHVU/KSOFFF.RKD

International Folk Dance I 30-IUpin. 105 Women s Bldg

WILL DO TYPING
352 9385

Prtday.Nm

17. Ml

Faculty L'lub hochev puzj party alter the game. Ice Arena
Umnge II intere.led. contact Buck Martin education
department. 372-2734
MIST

GIMME
SHELTER

I'all
COLLEGE STUDENTS

RENT-A-CAR from PKRTZ
352 «87

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

The Rolling Stones

Fre>hmen & Soph bus
majors
Wquire valuable
experience working as an
advertising salesman lor the
Hi; New* Uth I'niversitv

Stmlents lnlernalmn.il Meditation Stnietv ftpm 22>» Mall
Science
Prtparalor)
lecture on transcendental
met) nation

-Kathleen Carroll Nevv York D,vly New.

Eve 9 JO 0NIY

.6. 1972

JOIN OUR POLAR BEAR CLUB
FOR FREE ADMISSIONS
-SHOWN AT 7:30--

- .

Not

Services SIS Gorre) AveM

Student* Inlet n.iiinn.il Meditation Societv. 3pm. 112 I,lie
Science
Preparatory
lecture nn transcendental
Meditation

CAN A MOVIE GO TOO FAR?

NOW

nignts auto heiptui Dut mil
necessan \pplv in person
Knickerbocker
Building

|

iumtit* •
NOW

CLaSSIFIED »m'

Thanksgiving
Will
pa\
Pltancall \ggie352<*03

REWARD! L| male black
cat - longhaueil
golden
eyes POSI'\
352*767 or
354-««55
RIDES

I-:

Need ride to NJ Fnl7thor
aller3544!t83

Desperate' Need ride \o
Mass area Thanks I'aiu
352-5743
3 need ride to Vomn

Need a ride t0 L 1 K
Wooster353 1614

over

MBLPWANTED
Positions available male.
part-time onlv. davs and

Phone

The ZACKERY Dancenler
dance lessons for all ages
CallJu Perberi at 353-2371

Arbitration KoaiJ a cnance
tomtvethemfor yotiaMIN

Cyl 21 OUt mi ex cond Best

BEYOND TI'E ORDINARY
tnagi
wme ilaanti saki
lOtl
vases
at
TCK
WORKING I'AND CRAFT
CENTER 515 fonneaut 35:t

1967 Triumph 2000 auto
$750 Call 6S5-2W3 i local >

Weekly earnings male and
female
Blood
Plasma
Donor Center 610 Monroe St
Toleilo Ohio I'rs MonFri
8-5 Open Thurs niles till
Spm l*h 255-3535

For sale 64 MtiB very good
condition inquire at No 308
South College

Pipes
world

Irom around the
(Genuine
block

Meerachennt

pipes

at

1966 TK 4 Triumph new
paint good cond Keasonable
353 6751

1 female roommate needed
to share 2 man apt wtr spr
352 0850
F
tmale wanted prefer
grad stud Call 372-5476

\ \r\\ SIW\ Main
\gne> Barb and Polite are
now a pari ol Alpha Deta Pi
Congratulations, girls"

GRE \T

CONCERT

Needed 1 F roommate Kidge
Manor Apt 60 per mo Call
Ondv or Susan 352-7166
I or 2 F rni mates needed
wtr spr Call 352 2745

SCPWARTZ'
Which experience was more
memorable Minneapolis or
B.G.- (iood Luck Preppi
Guess'
Congratulations 'I'M-. | on
your
fantastic
hockey
record
And we iml
LYING'
Don - Twice on one quarter
don't get too cocky • vour
roomies

PERSONALS
Thanksgiving llone?? We
know what it s like Come to
dinner Tall 352-7138 alter
10pm

offer Sn-3M

NANCY
WELCOME TO
DELT
LITTLE
S1SSES
CONGRATS ON MAKING
OUR TEAM' Amos
FOR SALE OR RENT

Stuck
tn
BG
lor
Thanksgiving' See CRIAP
PEEP Sunday Nov 26 at the
Toledo
Sports
Arena
Tickets only S4 in advance at
FINDERS Records and
Tapes

Panasonic
8-track
tape
deck Tom 352-5917 alter 5

PROBLEMS' Give Student

1971 Mustang 3 speed slick 6

5-piece Slingerland drum set
with (-overs Tom 352-5917
alter 5

1 or 2 F i males needed wtr
qtr Jan M 352-0029
One female rmmi wanted
winter & spring quarters
Inquire 352 7265
Needed I M to share apt at
Cherrv Pill Village Call 3520902 Mike
I I roommate needed lor
winter in 4-man apt on 8th
St 148 month call Diane 3520942
Wanted
1
Female
roommate to share Iwo
bdrmapl Phone 352-5835
Large house near campus
for rent J250 mo ThePutch
Pet Shop 354 9603
Furn apt
(or 2-3 near
campus win! spr 352-3843
M wants housing share rent
Bruce 352-2084
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Peace official quits 'in disgust'
DA NANG. Vietnam (API
- Willard E. Chambers, a
ranking official in the
American pacification program in Vietnam, has resigned his S42.O0O-a-year job
"in sheer disgust with the
leadership and the philosophy being applied" to what
he calls a much-maligned
cause.
Although protest resignations have occurred occasionally during the Vietnam war. veteran observers
here can recall no other U.S.
official as senior as
Chambers quitting under
such circumstances.
After more than six years
as a civilian official in
Vietnam. Chambers said in
his final report to the pacification agency
"1 am no longer willing to
remain patient with the
parade of overranked
nonentities whose actions
reflect their own ignorance
of Vietnam, of the
peculiarities of a people's
war and of the requirements
of counterinsurgency."

CHAMBERS, 56. of Columbus, is the No. 2 official
in the pacification program
for the northern quarter of
South Vietnam.
Chambers, a retired Army
lieutenant colonel, said in an
interview that he has always
supported the U.S. policy of
trying to prevent a Communist takeover of South
Vietnam, "but we just don't
know how to do it."
Both politically and
militarily, he said, the
Americans have been unable
to carry out policies capable
of defeating the insurgent
forces.
"AFTER ALL these years
of war." Chambers said, "I
read the newspaper and
think. This is where 1 came
into this war.' Binh Duong.
I'au Nghia. Cu Chi. Bien
K'oa-the same names we
were fighting over then
we're fighting now We're
bombing the same places all
over again."
It is disturbing, he added,
to contemplate the future

because
"your enemy
always poses for you that
type of war where he figures
you will be at the greatest
disadvantage, and having
demonstrated how inept we
can be at this kind of war
here in Vietnam, certainly
our enemies will give us the
chance to be equally inept
somewhere else
THERE WERE three
things that had to be done if
victory were to be achieved
in Vietnam "in any acceptable time frame at all."
Chambers said, and none of
the three has been
accomplished
"The first is you've got to
give the people a
dream something to fight
for: the second is military
reform, and the third is
you've got to give hope." he
continued
Chambers said the only
dream or ideology offered
by the Saigon government
has been "in the negative
terms of anti-communism
And to the uncommitted, a

Hijack foil requested
MIAMI, l-'l.i I API - The
Fidel Castro government
called on the United States
yesterday to engage in
immediate bilateral negotiations for an agreement
governing all types of hijackings-including air and
sea piracy and armed
attacks against Cuba by
exiles
"In the opinion of the
government of Cuba, this is
the only competent, rapid
and effective way to halt the
wave of airplane hijackings
and similar, serious violence
which endangers human
lives." said the statement
read over I'avana radio

Skydiving Club

The announcement,
monitored in Miami, came
amid numerous pleas by airline officials and congressmen in this country for some
sort of accord between the
two nations on the hijacking
menace.
THE CUBAN request for
bilateral negotiations was
similar to statements made
by Cuban officials at least
twice previously
But it appeared to be
Cuba's strongest statement
yet on the 11-year-old
problem.
The call for a bilateral accord was contained in a long
position paper issued by the
Castro government Tuesday
and distributed by all news
media yesterday

The stumbling block in the
past, reiterated in the
present declaration, has
been Cuba s insistence in
tying any agreement to what
it calls the hijacking of boats
and planes from Cuba to the
United States by refugees
fleeing the island
Cuba has often called for
the return of these boats and
planes held in this country.

negative value isn't a very
good sales pitch."
IN TERMS of hope, he
said, "the only thing that we
offer the soldier out there in
his outpost is. If you'll fight
hard enough and aggressively enough, you'll be
able to keep on fighting until
someday, somehow, in
God's own time-and we
don't know how or whenthe other guy is going to get
tired and go home '
"The soldier is not dumb,
and he knows that what that
really says to him is that if
he keeps on fighting long
enough, sooner or later he's
going to get his on some
dark night in some miserable nee paddy

"And more important.,
what it says to him is that
the more aggressive he is
the sooner that's going to
happen
THE AMERICAN advisory effort, he said, has been
hampered by frequent
changes in personnel, with
each new official insisting
on trying out his own new
ideas, ideas which olten had
failed years before under
someone else
As for pacification.
Chambers said, the objective was to get the population so firmly on the side
of the government and so
firmly against the enemy
that we would rob the guer
rilla of his support

Housekeeping

University moinltnonct man an kept busy trying to ditpot*
of th« fallen liavn that dot lh« campui

Democrats look to governors
WASHINGTON (API - Democratic
leaders across the country say the
party should look more to its gover
nors for direction in the aftermath of
the election landslide which buried
presidential nominee George
McGovern
An Associated Press survey of
state Democratic chairmen. National
Committee members, state legis

lalors. governors and members ol
Congress showed strong sentiment
for diverting some ol the parly's
focus from Washington to the grass
roots
Norbert Dreiling. the Kansas party
chairman, said Democrats need to
"get out ol the halls of Congress and
go to the grassroots and see what Unpeople are saying "

AND IN particular he said they
should listen to governors who have
their ears to the ground a little
better
In response to questions about
luture national leadership lor the
Democratic party, governors as a
group were mentioned more frequently than any other group or
individual

However, Sen Kdward M Kennedy
ol Massachusetts stood out as Hi*
individual most looked to for partj)
guidance and was far and away the
Democrat most mentioned as a pro^
spec! (or the 1976 presidential nomlr
nation
"I think everybody is thinking of
Teddy Kennedy," said Indiana I'ouse
Minority Leader Phillip Bainbridge ',

BOONE'S FARM. MODESTO. CALIFORNIA

"The government of Cuba
is disposed, in all seriousness and without delay, to
take those steps which will
lead to an adoption of a
broad agreement over this
specific question, if the
government ol the United
States demonstrates equal
disposition and interest."
the statement said

to start training
The University Skydiving
Club will begin training
sessions Dec 1 and 2.
The sessions will be held
on weekends at a drop zone
on Route 6 about four miles
east of Bowling Green
Pam Flum, a member of
the club, said participants
will be charged a $35
training fee
The fee covers group
training sessions with a
United States Parachuting
Association
instructor,
equipment rental, jumping
fees and costs of a flight to
3.000 feet
For additional information contact Flum at 37240M

Personalized
Blazer
Buttons
pferftvilNr fMrtiMMMH
Button up with fashionable,
distinctive, personalized
blazer buttons Buttons are
available in sets of three
large and four small for
the single breasted blazer
or four large and four
small for the double
breasted blazer. Set the
fashion pace—come in and
select vour personalized
blazer buttons.

-.
lZSN.
MAIN

IE*TU*V>TOW
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LOOK! LASALLE'S HAS H.I.S.
MOST-WANTED NAVY BLUE DENIMS

It's the look you want in jeans—the
swabby pant with button front in unbeatable blue denim. Hurry to Lasalle's
and buy yours just for fun. Washable
cotton, naturally .. in junior sizes 5 -13.
lit.

LASALLE*S

apple turnover.

r
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Cochrane happy with award
BvlUbMoo!
SuH Writer
Bowling Green soccer
coach Mickey Cochrane was
naturally elated when
named Ohio's "Coach of the
Year by the Ohio College
Soccer Association this
week
It was the second time in
the last (our years the

Kalcon mentor received the
award
The first was in 1969 after
he had guided the Kalcons to
a 7-3 record-best in their
history until this season's 71-3 mark
I feel very good about
getting
the award.''
Cochrane said "It's just one
of those great things thai
can happen when you've had

the season we've had
"I TOLD the team at the
beginning of the season that
any awards we get will be
based on the success of the
team-a team effort."
True to his word.
Cochrane gives all the credit
for his award to his team
This has been my best
year at Bowling Green.

because I've had a very good
team to work with
"We went through our last
nine ballgames withoul
having any ups or downs and
played consistently well."
the coach said
HE SAID the only possible
exception was the Miami
game in which a poor field
kept the Kalcons from per-

* Opinion

James Gang is 'hungry'
By Du Cassedsy, Assistant Sports Editor
1

Where the hell did they come from'
That's got to be the major question going through the
minds of the Mid-American Conference coaches this year as
Kent State University's football team prepares to battle for
its first MAC crown this Saturday against Toledo at Kent's
Memorial Stadium
For 22 years the Golden Flashes have been the MAC
patsy, the team used to build up an opponents' record and
statistics
Saturday they're fighting for the right to play in the
Tangerine Bowl Dec 29 in Orlando. Kla . and represent the
league that used to look down on them
WHO WOULD have thought this could be the year the
"James Gang" rode through its league schedule and stole
the MAC championship''
Not very many people, not even Kent coach Don James
James said before the season started his goal was lo win
one league game Now his goal is to win one more.
The Flashes, a 5-4-1 team overall, didn't surprise a soul by
stumbling through their non-conference schedule like so
many times in the past But the Flashes raised a lot of eyebrows by sneaking their way to the top of the MAC this
season
They split their first two league games this year, upsetting Ohio University, 37-14. and getting nipped, 13-12. by
Western Michigan. However, the Flashes rebounded from
the loss to the Broncos, in a way they never did before and
may never do again
KENT BEAT the MAC bad guys-Bowling Green and
Miami- away from home.
Kent hasn't beaten the Redskins at Miami since 1960
What ever happened to the home field advantage''
Don't ask Daryl Hall, the starting quarterback for the
Flashes this Saturday IV engineered the BG and Miami
upsets
Pall was a second string tight end last year and the third
siring quarterback at the beginning of this season.
However, first string passer Larry Hayes broke his arm in
the opening game tie with Akron University and has missed
the entire season. That left one person, freshman Greg
Kokal. ahead of Hall.
KOKAL ALSO fell victim to the injury bug. however, and
the job was Hall's for the Bowling Green game
You know what happened The Flashes won 14-10 and had
the incentive to scalp the Redskins in their own camp last
Saturday, with Hall again at the helm, despite Kokal's
recovery.
James' confidence in Hall. Kent's sophomores and

transfers has rebuilt the Flashes from the ignominy ol last
year's 3-8 team In 1971 Kent lost to every MAC opponent,
and lost big
The closest score was a 46-33 loss to Bowling Green In
that game the Falcons turned a 27-10 fourth quarter deficit
into a 13-point victory.
KENT'S ALWAYS been a loser in football Why should the
team suddenly be a winner?
The only sport Kent used to win in was wrestling The
Flashes were a wrestling power under coach Joe Bengala.
Coming in first or second most of the years Bengala guided
them in MAC competition
However, the days of the wrestling powers at Kent are
over now Bengala left two years ago The wrestling team
was last in the conference last year
It seems the Flashes are going in for football now. and
they might just steal the MAC title
The Rockets are the last team wilh a chance In slop Kenl.
and they have to do it in the James Gangs' backyard
THE PRESSURE seems to be on the Rockets. MAC
champs the last three years, rather than Kent
Toledo's offensive weapons, quarterback Bruce Arthur
and tailback Joe Schwartz, aren't completely healthy
Coach Jack Murphy listed Arthur as a "questionable
starter" this Saturday and Schwartz will be a "probable
starter " Neither played last week
Murphy said they'll both play, but he didn't sound hopeful
that Arthur will go all the way at quarterback.
Even if he does, he won't be at full strength Murphy said
he's only been able to practice about half the time this week
Arthur's replacement is freshman Gene Swick. who went
all the way in last week's 21-0 win over Marshall However.
Marshall has only won one game this year and last week •.
contest was at Toledo.
Swick would really be on the spot if he had to call most ol
the signals in an MAC game, especially the one Saturday foi
all the league marbles
MURPHY ADMITS the cards are stacked againsl the
Rockets.
"We're decidedly the underdog." he said Kent has never
won the conference They're at home, they've been hungry
for 22 years and they're hungry for a meal I don't like the
idea of us being the meal ''
Murphy's going so far as to make sure the Rockets have
the pre-game meal they had before they upset Miami
sausage, pancakes and eggs instead of the usual steak
However, with the James Gang going for the title before
an expected home crowd of 25.000, largest in Kent history
don't bet the (iang won't be fired up enough lo make Toledo
its "last supper" as an MAC also ran

forming efficiently.
Cochrane credits team
leadership with helping to
mold the Falcons' success
this year.
"Our co-captains i Dave
Dyminski and Chris
Bartelsl have been outstanding leaders. Cochrane
said
My assistants. Fete
Farrell and Bert Severns.
have also done an excellent
job
We've had a close-knit,
rninlortablc atmosphere on
the team Of course, the sue
cess that you 'already i have
helps to build up that atmoapbere
AN ANNOUNCEMENT is
expected today concerning
Midwest berths in the up
(liming
MAN
loccei
tournament
Four teams will be chosen
from among 13 contenders
The Falcons are one ol five
Mid-American Conference
teamsItill inlhe running
The other loui ale Kenl
State Miami. Ohio Univei
jity, and Western Michigan
The Falcons heal Western
lied Miami and or. and lost
to Kent
"THAT LOSS to Kenl
stale is the biggest detriment to our chancei
Cochrane Mid

againsl MacMurry Dec 2
"We're as green as our
name." Haley said. "We've
got guys who have never
played in front of people at a
varsity level.
"F.xperience is a valuable
asset." he added. "We'll
play four sophomores most
of the time "

HALEY SAID the season
may depend on how well the
players react to the seven
straight road games in
December
"Basketball and hockey
are a different ball game on
the road," added the secondyear Falcon coach.
He said team members

are beginning to play together as a unit instead of as
individuals
"Our guard picture is
solidified at this point." he
said "We're pretty well
settled on the top eight "
THE EIGHT are guards
Jeff Montgomery. Dick
Selgo and Jeff l.essig. for
wards t'ornelius Cash. Brian
Scanlan. Le I'enson and
Tom Scott and center Skip
Howard.
"The way things look, the
fast break will be the
strongest point ol our
offense." Haley said
"We'll try to play an

Tickets are on sale for Ihe
University night hockey
(loubleheader at the Cleve
land Arena Friday. Nov 24
BGSU students can take
advantage ol a $5 dollai seal
offei lor $:i dollars by pur
chasing tickets in advance m
405. si minii
Services
Building
No reduced price tickets

Practices for Ihe intei
collegiate volleyball learn
are being held Tltesda) a and
Thursdays from 5-7 p m in
the Men's Gym
The team competes m ihe
Midwesl
Intercollegiate
Volleyball Association Ohio
Stale. Indiana Universit)
and Ball Slate arc the tup
names in the varsity league
while several othei itig Ten
and MAC schools represent
the club division
The league winiui com
petes in the NCAA Nationals
HI Mav
UCLA has hern

exciting in and ol basketball
We're just going 10 let them
go We're ml .1 ball control
or stall-type ol tc.iin In ,in\
means
Defensively the Falcons
will use a man-to-man set-up
with sonic pressing .11 limes
"WE'LL TRY to lake it to
the other team. Hale) said
The coach added that this
year's team has VCT) few
rah-rah guys
Although
there are no bad uulu 11lu.1l
attitudes ot personality con
Huts aiming the players, he
said Ihe learn lias a blah'
altitude towards pre -season

practice

10-2
THE LATE SHOW
N

°' 'h* Falton winter sports season isn't upon us quite yet.
Nonetheless, intramural sports are already covering such
cold-season activities as wrestling, as evidenced by IM action
at Memoriol Hall lost night.

Winter
-_!___ JMp
already f

THANKSGIVING SALE
25% oft everything

JEFF
R
T
A
0
N
MARK
-21 AND OVER
LEGAL BEVERAGES SERVED
-KING SIZE COCKTAILS

SOMETHING DIFFERENT
The Working Handcraft Center
515 Conneaut

FREE PARKING

Winners

Flyer gridder hurt
DAYTON tAPl Tickets
-1111 are being sold foi I
University ol Dayton fool
ball banquet thai won't be
held
Proceeds instead will go
iii aid a husky Dayton
defensive lackle ^im was

will !»• sold aftei ruesdaj
Nov 22
The doubleheader will
lealure
the
Cleveland
Barons vs Ihe Hershej
Hears ol the American
Hockey league at 5 30 ,i ill
lullowed by a contest
between
the
i levelaml
Crusaders and I on Vngeles
Sharks Jl Ihe World Hockey
\sMirl.illol

il H p ill

Volleyballers start

THUR., FRI., SAT.

Newiseiete by nwcfcy Nail

The women's swim team displays the trophy it won Nov. 4 at
the Nalalonum for placing first in the BGSU Invitational
Relays for Women. The BG women beat teams from Ohio
State, Ohio University and Miami. Next meet is this Saturday
at Miami

Cleve. hockey tickets

Basketball season nearing
Time is running out for
coach Pat Haley and his
staff to prepare the Bowling
Green basketball team for
Ihe upcoming season
The Falcons play an exhibition game against the
Athletes in Action Monday
at Anderson Arena and the
regular season opener

_,
' «©

national champion iiu- lasl
three years
The season start! in
February and runs through
\|ii il Mali lies arc played in
Memorial Hall
inii usted persons should
i ontacl coach Ivan Madai .M
353 4:11 :i

paralyzed by a spinal injury
suffered in last week's Da)
ton Bowling Green game
Matt Dahlinghaus was
hurt early in the second
quarter of Saturday's 5-0
Howling Green victory in
Howling Green
"MATT BROKE through
the line and hil the running
back." Flyer coach John
McVay lecalled Tuesday
Then' was a pileup of five
or six guys and when they
got up. he said 1 can't
move
Dahlinghaus was rushed
to St \ Incent'S Hospital in
I' leo< . where doctors reported he was in serious
condition, paralyzed from
lln middle of his chest
down Dr George T Booth,
Die attending neurosurgeon.
said.
There
will
undoubtedly be some disability
and he will not experience a
complete recovery
Mi Vaj said the sale ol $5
1 ickels in the banquet, which
had been scheduled for next
Sunday
night.
would
continue, with ihe proceeds
going to a lund for
Dahlinghaus

A UNIVERSITY spokesman said cancellation of the
banquet would save about
$1,000 for the fund
Dahlinghaus. 6-foot-2. 205.
was considered Dayton s top
lineman
He was an outstanding
football player." McVay
said, noting the junior athlete was going for his second
football letter
The doctors tell us,"
McVay added, that it was a
very unusual football
accident It s more common
to people diving into halffilled swimming pools, or to
gymnasts
It is a very
serious injury "
DOCTORS SAID the in
jury includes harm to the
fifth and sixth vertebrae in
Dahlinghaus
back, and
undetermined
additional
spinal damage
Further analysis of Ihe injury will be impossible, they
said until swelling subsides
The physicians said
Dahlinghaus.
a
Dayton
native, would be returned
here as soon as possible to
begin a long-range therapy
program

APPLICATIONS FOR INKSTONE STAFF
ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED
Positions Open for Art, Poetry,
Fiction, and Photography Editors
Application Forms Available in
English Dept. Office - Room 202
University Hall
And must be completed
before Thanksgiving break.

First staff meeting November 28
At 4 P.M. - Room 101B - Hanna Hall
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